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'to compress the head* - -

If this fact Is appreciated then a 11 else I am

contending for arusi

t Is appreciated then all else I am ^

----



INTRODUCTION.

Sot1# ten years ago I advanced certain theories

regarding: the actions of Midwifery forcecs. These were

then considered as not quite in accordance with the

explanation generally accepted by those who are the

recognised teachers of this subject and they did not

quite receive the acceptance ! think they ought to have

had.

Since that time- I have had this subject, wore or

loss5ever present in m mind and from time- to time
have had opportunity of putting my theories to the test.

Mow^after so long d time^f feel p«r# than ever convinced
that what I then propounded is substantially correct;

and also that ife acceptance- wi11 mark a decided advance
in Midwifery practise. Therefore- I choose this as the

subject of the THESIS wlicb I present for try M.D. degree.

As to the'Standard of what is at present taught I

take the toxi-hooks of QALADfft, (of London), sixth
edition, published 19043 and that of Professor J.C.
Webster, who was (in 1399.) Assistant to Professor

Simpson of our university,.and who noir is Professor
of Midwifery at the University of Chicago, U.S.A.

America. Those two, I think, it will be allowed, fairly

represent the present teaching on this subject.

Save in those cases where I agree, I will not quote

from the -■•■orks of the late Dr. PLAYjTAI R, (of London),

which i did, ten years ago, when I wrote my former papers



on this sub loot. My reason for this is that at the Mine

these papers were written I forwarded a copy of each to

Dr. J?layfair. These he was pood enough to read and after¬
wards he wrote m© as follows.-

"38. Crosvenor Street.

April. 28th. 1898.

"Dear Sir.

"I have to thank you for sending me your

"interesting 'STUDIES IN OBSTETRICS.' I am not

"quite prepared to accept all vodr conclusions,
"but' there is much in them that is interesting
"and suggestive. I am sorry not. to have seen

"them before I had completed the forthcoming

"new edition of my Midwifery.

"I am,

"truly yours,

(signed) "W.S.PLAYPAIR."

Dr. ^layfair has now massed away. The last edition

of his work is dated 1904. But I think that, from his.

letter, I am entitled to assume thai^had he lived long
enough to have issued another edition, the views I have

advanced might possibly have received some recognition

from him.



PREFACE. 3

! wi J.I preface what^jT have go- to place before you

on this subject by saying that in this paper I will not

raise Any question as ts which, (provided :-hai { present'
for your consideration is urHerstood^ there can be any
difference of ooinidnj but will 11wit myself In advancing
propositions which are so self-evident that they must

command the assent of everyone who will take'the trouble

to understand them- indeed so axiomatic, that to fee

understood will be to ho accepted.

Further*- the space at my disposal ts so Hatted
fi.

that I cannot do wore ' dan give asst. brief4^ statement of
the elements of my subject. You will quite- understand
that if I to attempt a full exposition of the actions

of Midwifery forceps my THESIS would far exceed la length

what is usually allowed for such papers. I will there-;

.fore avoid all matter in the present teaching on this

subject which I think is correct, limiting myself to

■those points regarding which I think I can offer so®e-
• thing new, or at anyrate something different from what
is at present• taught.

Also T wish it to be understood that, unless expressly

stated, what I now advance in this caper Is meant to

have reference* only to normal cases, or at ms t

to those cases where, the only abnormality is a certain

amount of delay,- oases of deformed pelves, absolute
■ uterine inertia, or ot&er abnormality ts not at all

included within the scope- of this paper.



PRESENT TEACHING 4.^

The present teaching r^aHlnp; the action of Midwifoxy
forceps is that it acts chiefly as a TRACTOR of the fetal

head® It is also said to act as a COMPRESSOR, and to

hav© certain other actions which are too trifling to yjjj(
require further notice.

GALAEIN in his 'MANUAL of MIDWIFERY' pages 667-559.

has a section entitled 'Mechanical Action of Forceps.'

in which he has the' foliowing,-

"If is frequently stated that, the action of forceps

"is three-fold, namely that of a tractor, a levfj, and

"a compressor. The essential action however, is that of

"a tractor only. To carry out this action it is essential

"that the instrument should .be construct ad so as to be

"capable of maintaining s firm hold of the head without

"slipping. The two T>lades of the forceps also form a

"double lover like a pair of scissors, the fulcrum being

"at the lock. The action of the'double lever is to compress

"the head. This compression of the head however is not

"one of the objects aimed at In the use of forcers, but

"is,on the contrary^genera Hp inebrious and should
"only carried so far as is necessary to secure a

"firm hold. For the blades of the forceps being generally

"appiitvi at the sides ob the pelvis, or nearly so, the

"compression of the head in the transverse diameter of
"the pelvis tends to bulge it out in the conjugate dxss^-

"diameter of the- pelvis where there- is generally least



"room for it. It is only therefor©- in the comparatively
"rare cases or transverse contraction of the pelvis that

"the action of forceps as a Compressor is directly

"advantageous. Besides the double leverage causing

"compression, another kind of Ifcverage may be exercised,
"not when simple traction is used by the forceps, but
"only when an oscillatory or pendulum movement is made

"with tho- handles, the head being grasped tightly enough
"to form an immoveable mass with the two blades. In this

"case the lever I s formed, not. by one blade of the

"forceps, but by the whole mass of the head with the two

"blades. It will be seen hereafter that the oscillatory

"movement- in traction is not generally desirable, though
"recomr-ended hy many authorities."

I have given this paragraph in full so as to rake

clear what this author teaches on this subject. 1 need

not however extend the quotation further.
Professor Webster on page 695. of his 'Textbook

f

of Obstetrics7 has the following,-
"The chief essential use of the forceps is as a

"Tractor, the- instrument replacing or supplementing the

"natural expulsive powers. In the older books ^various
"other functions are mentioned, e.g. compression, rotation,

"leverage, and dynamic action.

"Whenever the forcens is applied to the head, com-

"pression undoubtedly is produced• With the Axis-traction

"forceps this is slight* with the short or long forceps

"this is greater, because the hands in exerting traction

"are \,ised to keep the handles together and can scarcely
"fail to compress the head unduly. The most marked



"compress! on occurs when the head is compressed ani-sro-

"posteriorly, or obliquely* Injury may be done to the ^
"skull or intercranlal structures, yet frequently marked

"antero-posterlor telescoping of the bones may be produced

"without in jury. It. has generally been held that an te ro-;
"posterior compression causes transverse compensatory

"bulging* Murray has shown that bulging takes place in
"a vortical direction and that -therefore- a long-hold

"objection to the use of Forceps in flat pelves is rase,

"removed. It is important to note that the more the

"head is compressed the sore the moulding and adaptation

"to the birth-canal is prevented. The purposeful applic-.

"atlon of compression by the forceps is inadvisable? ^
"ordinarily the blades should mark thei head slightly

"if at all."

! need not quote further from this author as he-

goes on to dsal; with actions of Midwifstry forceps which
do not come within the scop© of this paper.

With regard to the action of the Fixation-screw

I may perhaps bo allowed to sues up the present teaching

regarding this as follows,-
That when the forceos is in position over the

fl
fetal head and within the paternal pelvis, the
'tightening up of the screw fends to increase the

'pressure on the1 head, while the loosening' of the

"screw tends to take off this pressure.

I presume that I will command the assent of all those

who are considered as teachers of this subject* if I

briefly state the present ideas on this subject as follows,
That Midwifery forceps acts in the following ways!-



1# By TRACTION on the fetal headthis being by far Its ?
its most important function.

2. By direct, compression on the fetal head, so as to

decrease the diameter of that mortice of the head

which happens to lie transversely within the maternal

pelvis.
3. That all othef actions asort hoc', to Midwifery forceps

a re compa rat i vo l y unitrro riant.

4. That tightening 'the fixation-screw when the forceps is

in position tends to increase the pressure on the

head; while loosening the screw tends to tak# off this

pressure.



ANOMALIES in FORCEPS-ACTION

JBefor© proceeding further I will brine to your notion

certain motions of h^y.-AvU Midwifery forcers which arc3

either unexplained by the present teaching regarding the
action of this iost-rume^t-, or are directly contrary to
what we might expect if^oresent teaching is correbt.
The examples I refer to are the following,~

A. The effect of tighten in? and loosen in? the- fixation- .

£
screw whUs the-forceps was in position within the
nr-l- ?na 1 pelvis,

8» The rapid delivery which often follows the placing

in position of forceps on the fetal head, and this
without any increase til uterine action, or traction

by the- Accoucheur on the fo rcep%hand 1es.ytuhK. <t

G. The apparent uncertainty as to sdwet is the cor root

position for - the fixation-screw.

A. The effect of tightening and loosening the fixation¬

s'ctow whi 1 c the forceps is In position within the

maternal pelviss'-
The- present teaching is thatjwhen Midwifery forceps

is Placed as in the LOW OPERATION, i.e. with the widest

portion of the blades lying within the maternal pelvis,

the effect, of tightening the-- fixation-screw is to increase

the pressure- on the fetal head? while the effect of

releasing the screw is to taK* off that ?-• ressure.

In order to show that this is the very op:, asHe

of what really occurs i will ask you to place a pair of

Midwifery forceps with the screw loosened, in position



within the birth-canal of the dummy-mother and to draw

the instrument sufficiently forward so that it will

represent the position the instrument occupies in the

low operation of Midwifery forceps.

Nextj let the operator place his closed fist within
the cavity of the forceps-blades, in the position which

would be occupied by the fetal head. Now let an Assistant

tighten up the fixation-screw, and note the result. I
think the operator will have a very distinct conscious-.

ness of the pressure- being taken off freus his hand.

Sow let the Assistant loosen the screw? and the operator

will feel that the pressure on. his hand is being' increased.
The Assistant may repeSsx this several times in order
to satisfy the operator of what really takes place.

It will be' found that every time- the screw is tightened
the pressure on the hand is diminished? while when the¬

se rew is loosened the pros-sure is increased.

It will be evident that in this experiment the hand

of the operator occupies the' position that, in partur-.

itlonys occupied by the fetal head £ and that whether
the cavity of the f^roeus-hlades f.s occupied by qjbfahr-f
the hand of the operator or hy the fetal head ^ the
result- is the same, virt. tightening the screw relieves
the pressure# while loosening' the screw increases f.he-'

pressure.
Here we have an action of Midwifery forceps whi oh

is the very opposite of what, according to the p rep out-
reaching of the actions of this instrument, we are led
to expect-. If we continue to understand the forceps as

acting always as a .lever of the firsts class, this action J$<rk
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simply inexplicable. Later on in this paper I hope to ——

show that, in the low-operation, Midwifery forceps acts, ^
^ot as a lever of the first class ouilas a lever of t-he-Jk*xA
tkitd class? and -understanding the action in this way

everything is perfectly plain.

B. The rapid delivery which often follows the placing
in position of forceps on the fetal head, and this

witkout any increase in uttfrlne- action, or traction

by the Accoucheur on the- forceps-handles.

My attention was first specially drawn to this .by

t e Professor o? Midwifery of one of our Medical Schools,
•to whoa I had beer? explaining my ideas regarding the
actions of fcreeps, that I refer to is the following,-•

In many cases of delayed labour,where there is nothing
at fault save deficient expulsive action, it often

happens that after the forceps are pfaced in position
over the advancing head}there Is almost immediate progress^
and this without any traction whatever Doing applied

to the handles of the instrument, or any increase in the

force of the uterine- contractions.

The cmestJon arista?- What is the1' explanation of this?
The Professor who draw my attention to it was unable to

explain it. To hin- It -as a mystery and he acknowledged
this. There' was no increased utorino action, so that it

could-not Pe that the Introduction of the instrument had

any dynamic action in inducing the uterus to coal fact
and so to expel* the advancing read. My friend there¬
fore could not account for this action.



I a&k any of those who have been educated with the

present theory of forceps-action if he can explain this?

As it seems to me•there is no explanation to be given

accosting to present theories. Yet that- the action

does occur is undeniable. I a?a sure that every observant

Obstetrician must have observed it again and ag&in.

What then is the explanation?
As I understand ft, the explanation is what I have

termed the WEDGE-ACTION of forcons. At present i do not

do more than mention this. Later on in this THESIS J

hope to explain fully what I mean; but for the present

I only draw attention to thy fact.
t •

, i ;

C. The apparent uncertainty as to which is the correct

position for the Fixation-screw to bo placed.
If Midwifery forceps is a double lever of the first

class, with the fulcrum at the lock, as da labin loaches,

then it must be- evident that those wfU place the fixation-,

screw at the^near-end of, the .forcops-handles are correct. S4-.
tki. end h%iA^r (ACH-&&),
S tawel I and some others so place this screw, while the

.great majority of the forceps made have-the screw placed
at the crossing? of the handles, as is the cats© with the

forceps of Professor A.R. Simpson, Milne Murray,and others.
$0 2 AuMKiT

Indeed p£pAalI the forceps which have -their origin from
the Edinburgh School have their scrows so placed. I will

discuss this question later; meanwhile I content myself

by drawing attention tc the fact that this radical diver-,
gence exists.

I think I have- said enough to show that there is
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I ask any of those who have been educated with the

present theory of forceps-action if he can explain this?

As it seems to me there is no explanation to be given

accotrriing to present theories. Yet that- the action

does occur is undeniable. I am sure that every observant

Obstetrician must have observed it again and agAin.
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termed the WEDGE-ACT I ON of forceps. At present 1 do not

do more than mention this. Later on in this THESIS I

hope - to explain fully what I mean; but for the present

I only draw attention to the fact.
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C. The apparent uncertainty as to which is the correct

position for the Fixation-screw to bo placed.
If Midwifery forceps is a double lever of the first

class, with the fulcrum at the lock, as Oalahin teaches,
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the Edinburgh School have their screws so placed. I will

discuss this question later; meanwhile I content myself

try drawing attention to the fact that this radical diver-;
gence exists.

I think I have said enough to show that there is



more in forceps-action than has yet been realised, and
also that I have-made out a <*ood case for a reconsid¬

eration of our ideas of forceps-action.



FACTORS INVOLVED in HUMAN PARTURITION
13.

It may help us to understand the question of forceps- .

action if we briefly consider what are the chief factors

'"■UI i,.Ui" d cs involved in Human parturition. In normal cases

these a re-»-

A. The MATERNAL TISSUES. These, before labour comes on?
form a covering which surrounds the fetus and protects

it on all sides. Previous to their dilatation they

resist the onward progress of the fetus, but as labour

progresses they undergo a physiological modifiesviolas
the result of which they relax and so allow of the ar

onward progress of the child.
E. CONTRACTIONS, Uterine etc. In the first' stage of labour

these act to a great ex*mt through the Amniotic fluid
and the membranes. Lat-er^ when the waters have broken,
they act through the fetal head and body. The eff ect

of th©38 contractions is to dilate the passages and so
*

to open up a way for th© expulsion of the child.
The special point which I wish now to bring out.

is that it is a mistake to consider the fetus, during

the active stages of labour, as lying passively within
#■

the maternal utertfttg. cavity, and requiring to be drawn
out by forceps, in much the-same way as a nail is drawn
out of a piece of wood by a pair of pincers. Really the
uterine contractions are exoriing a tremendous force
which is acting through the ovum towards the opening up

of the maternal passages so as to complete the expulsion

of the cot Id". It is probable- that this uterine expulsive
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fore© 13 much greater than what- is, in ordinary o&sas

exerted by the Accoucheur in'tract!cm on the forceps-

handles. I shall return to this point later, but now

wish to emphasise the fact tkat there is present a

very considerable force which makes the fetal membranes

and head an important factor in the process of dilatation

of the parturient canal.

There is another point in this connection which,
although not- of so much Importance, Is worth mentioning.

This is,- the comparative danger to the child

of injury to its head, and the comparative harsiessness

to the mother of injury to, or laceration ofsthe tissues
of her parturient canal. It has been taught that,in

parturitlon^the duty of the Accoucheur is to save the
mother at the risk of injury to the child. Thlfc is

undoubtedly true in extreme- oases,- where the choice lias

(say)between the loss of the mother or of the child.
cut in ordinary cases the risk !s not nearly so

great,- it often amounts to no more than either a

laceration of the maternal carts or an injury to the ha?.U

fetal head. In such cases I venture" t-o think that the

Accoucheur should risk doing considerable injury to the

maternal -tissues so that he may protect the fetal head.

The maternal tissues, as is well-known, are capable

of very extensive dilatation and laceration without

pemmament injury being donej- indeed we know that titer©
are UytTiVkyaiisy wounds in the human body which heal so

readily as the injuries or tears in the parturient
canal wMoh occur during the process of parturition.
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In the case of the child, on the other hand, we know

how vital are the head and other parts which as# most in

evidence during partutition, and how lasting say be the
ill effects of even a slight injury done to th#, chi Id
during birth.

I would therefore cross this as the sore correct

view;- that in normal cases of parturition the thought

present in the mind of the Accoucheur should be, (not
action on the fetal head by traction or compression,)

butjaction on the paternal tissues by dilatation, and
that his rule should be?- to produce an unblemished child

even at considerable rtfk to the mother®



DESCRIPTION OP MIDWIFERY FORCEPS.
16.

I accept the ordinary description given of Midwifery
yfe

forceps as to Iff Hi I ,l size and shape,. As these are stated
dteij AAA.

by Qalabin I think that practicallv correct® I now

quote from his TEXT-BOOK, nag© 659.

"The cranial curve should be — equivalent to
"the arc of a circle nine inches in diameter.----—;

H
The tips of ;the blades should be about an inch apart,
"when the handles are closed.—.--•--Th# outside

"measurement across the blades at their widest, part

"Should not be greater than three and three-eights inches."
Other details do not concern us here.

I do not now discuss the French type af Midwifery

forceps;- these differ from the English type in the forra-

ation of their lock, and probably areAjustlv entitled
to the nam© of forceps.

But with the English type of .Foroeps it is different.
This is not a forceps in the tSES sense of the word,

and this is my present point.

In one of our best Encyclopedias the definition

given of the word 'forceos' is as follows?-
"A two-bladed instrument of .lointed metal with which

"objects are taken bold of."

Examples of forceps given are the following:-.

Dentist's forceps. In these the object to be seized is

grasped at- the on© end, the force which seizes is at

the other end, and the pin which fastens the, two blades

together and gives the fixed point, the centre.



Dissecting forcvos is a di f f r-rent «arj *.? of forcoos.

He-re ?;".v object- Is seized at -the one- oviremitv, the

fivetf point- is at the other extremity* ond the force

The special fegrture-s which r-re essential to apvery

true forceps as this to tip was originally understood, a re
the following;-

(a).The fixed point must be an $xd32^2a± mart of the-
instrussent, the? force employed in each variety of
forceps having an Invariable relet ion to this.

(b).The function of tbe instrument is

ob -act.

(c).This seizure is always effected by means of tile innee

inner surface of the Instrument1 onlyj- the outer

surface never coming into action at all.

But the English typb of Midwifery forceps differs
from those requirements in the following respects; - .

(a)lis fixed ooint is not an fllH,fl n f part of the insftUr

meat* but only aomet.f»es comes into use*Besides it
is questionable where the fixed point really is

at one time this seems to be at the near end; at

another time at the crossing of the blades.

(b).I will show latex that this instrument only to a

very small extent- fulfils the function of seizing,

a-? all. Also

(c).That the outer surface of the blades have a very

distinct action.

Thus I have shown that Midwifery foreops is nob a

forceps at all in the original sense of the word. Bute'
*

like many other terms in our language* the name of '

that seizes is app lied between the two*
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'Poroetss' has com© to hare an extended meaning; and now

we haves quit© a number of instruments 'to which the nam©

of 'Forceps* Is applied which a to not forceps in the

original meaning of the word. ! will re-he? to only on ;

of -these, and choose this special one because it has

exactly the same actions as the Mldwif#ry Forceps. The

instrument to which 1 refer is the 'CROSS-ACTiOW-TRACHSAL-

DILATIwq FORCEPS' of L0ER. I ri\ro a diayrerc of this

instrument' at page* 27. of this Thesis, and sow only
draw attention to the ?act that this forceps is an instru«r

wm% which has no grasping action^at all. ,
\UXA- llU^ a^JjuV^ itic fKfc k.G^jOM'l

PARTS 0* h «ID*'IF£3Y FORCEPS.

For descrir-tixe purposes ! may bo allowed to cons id or

•the' Midwifery forceps as conrposed of different parts,
as f 0.1 lows; ~

P\ •:•■••• -s. 2 surfa ces. —~ ^ I NilHP.
. OUTER.

2 portions. - . - —. ~ (aoI'SE ICR.

)- OS i id 10 -.

HANDLES. 2 ends.— a 2EA.R~£dD, i.e. a- toe near evt-

t$aM7 or ***
3\i • C L-f • . • - • ■'« h ! ui 1 u J

or - tl-.v: t'vo parts of t-h-.. insir*-

c£l<uff«ltA '
! grivc a "'- ' f ■ -r of .his h. n .< - " •' v.v r.-, - .:

49. of this f-ISSIS



LEVER ACTION in relation to MIDWIFERY FORCEpS*.

The present teaching regarding: the action of £££ig
Midwifery .forceps is based on the assumption that it
always acts in exactly the same way;- i.e. that in all

positions it always acts as a double lever of the
first kind.

It is the case that this instrument acts in this

way so long as its blades at their- widest^are more
than 3% inches apart. .But I hope to demonstrate- to you.

that when the blades at thai y widest ~f ~— i

are less than 5% inches apart that the forceps cannot

possibly act in this way, but that it acts as a

double lever of the third class.

To demonstrate this I will deal, in the first place,
with lever action in. its simp J est, and most abstract form.

I need hardly remind yon that in the ordinary text-,
books on MECHANICS a lever is defined as a rigid. rod or

frame, which is essentially composed of three elements;—
one of which, known as the FULCRUM is fixed in position; anfc

another, the weight- to he raised, or RESISTANCE to be

overcomejis at son© point so that it can bo acted
on by the third element-, vizt. the force or POWER which
is applied at another point.

Levers are generally regarded as of three classes;,-.
described as FIRST, SECOND, and THIRD;- .those classes

depending on the relative positions of the throb elements

of which they are composed.
In levers of the FIRST CLASS the FULCRUM is situated

between the other two elements,-thus.



In levers of the SECOND CLASS the RESISTANCE is

situated between the other two elements;- thus t,

e:
In levers of the THIRD CLASS the POWER is situated

between the other two elements*thus,-

' \7

A

Now let me arsp ly this to Forceus-action,

In levers of the first class the Fufcruro is placed
between the Weight and the* resistance to be overcome,

thus,-

k< 7E

ttfrvKA.
Such levers may be either single or double, depending

on the nature of the fulcrum.

Examples of single levers of the first class are

to be found in ordinary balances, the crowbar, the pump-;

handle, and other similar contrivances.

Examples of double levers of th© First kind are to



be found in such articles as Scissors, Pincers, etc*

Oalahin in his Manual of Midwifery, page 358* says,

"The two blades of #he forceps also form a double lever

"like a pair of scissors, the fulcrum being at the lock*"
I accept therefore the i 1 lustration of ordinary

scissors to bring out what I desire to establish.

I now give a diagram of an ordinary pair of Scissors.

In this,, the fulcrum is the nut which joins the- two
blades; the power is the force exerted at the handles;

and the resistance is the cloth or oihev material

which is placed between the two blades to he cut*

Now I will ask yon to apply this to the case of

Midwifery forceps and. to consider the circumstances
in which this instrument can act as a lever of the first

class* I take the ordinary long forceps, or the ordinary

Axfs-tractlon forceps divested of their traction-rods,

to show what I mean. The following is a diagram showing

forceps opened out as was in the case of the scissors
in the last diagram.
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Here the fulcrum is at the crossing of the blades
the power is apt lied at the handles; and the resistance

is that which happens to be between the two blades;-.all

exactly as Gaiabin has described.

In this case the handles can easily be separated

and again approximated as often as is desired. Undoubtedly

in this position forceps act as a double lever of the

first class, exactly as did the scissors.

But I would ask you to notice that this action is

possible only so long as the blades are so opened out

that at their widest part they are more than inches

apart*-,"this Gaiabin tells us is the measurement across

the blades at their widest distance anart when the handles

are* in apposition throughout their entire length,

I now show the relative position assumed by the two

blades when thus their handles are in complete f

*■*ao 4 i1.1 nn .



I now give a diagram of a pair of Scissors the blades

of which are completely closed.

It must, be evident that when the two blades of the

scissors have re-ached this relative position that all
further action is impossible.

So in the case of Midwifery fcreeps^all scissor-like
actios -must cose to an end when the two handles dooobo-

approximated throughout their entire lensrthi- thus

between the scissors and the Midwifery forceps, and this

is due to the fact that is the scissors there is a nut

at the crossing of the blades which prevents any further

movement. But in the case of Midwifery forceps of the

English pattern there is no such fixed fulcrum and so

the forceps have a further possible- movement.
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I now ask you to observe* what takes place when the
blades of Midwifery forceps art still fur-thai appro*-;
imated 'than was shown in the last diagram. I now gi ve

a diagram in which I show 'tfe# instrument with the points
of the two blades almost touching fach otherj-
<M."> $Uh<V| . »rpk UcJfh K>

~~ Atidth w t

Tlofe fe 1VflUVtfrfft <4/W (<?VxiuAji| 4lkw\' mOA'CYLh). £•
&s\d. /fc^O-s OW^/tAJj - j> ■

You will observe tha# the two handles are still

touching each other; but that -they do this atMihelr
1UOA. L v

-ewtHrecs1 ondsi and that* at- the crossing of ihs blades b

they have-'become-separatedj^-kwhich is t1usf% ?ihe» reverse

of what was the case in the- Scissor-aetion.

In this position the forceps has ceased to have

the same action as had the scissors." The* point- of contact
i.e. the fulcrum, has now removed itself from the crossing

of the blades to th^ near-end of -thes handles. In other

words the instrument has now ceased to jfl»ve: tha-act ions
of a double isver of <th«* First-class.

But tho» question arises;- -If the? forceps has ceased

to be a double lever of the* First-class, what fcliftn has

it become?

The* answer to this question entirety depends on

how we-place the other two edemetf-'ts of the? lever acti on*- ;

the power, and the resistance to b,r overcome. I wi ll
^how1 later on, whan I come to speak c-H .tb<* Wedge action

Cj, . jUoJf itiya AAA CAAfis tASUj



may be regarded as acti ng as levers of the second class.
"Ywur

But aa# I deal with those cases where the power is applied

at the crossing; of the blades, as is undoubtedly the case

where the power is applied by means of the fixation-.^
screw being tightened up, as in the following dlagram;-

CQia^. II tfwUwtij • 7r<ufa*\»^ iwuf*
1

"i'r l\qA^CK#OU )k
tMjhs)' . |i

ULt^.6Y flu aGu*v
I /VJU^UM-A. A/f tvioa T* hftMAlv,,
Here undoubtedly the power is applied by means of

the screw, at the point, p j the resistance to be overcome

Is .-'iyy. ii'^/////-"/•"V■/.'/.rjfeiY that which happens to

be between the&fades, r 5 and the the fulcrum can only

be at the unoccupied oositoni viit* at the extreme end
r 5 *

of the handles.j
A. reference to the classification of levers given

on page 0-0. of this rarer will show that now we have to

deal with Forceps acting as a double lever of the- third
class.

In levers of the third: class we have the POWER

placed between the-other two elements of lever-action,

vizi., the fulcrum and the resistance. I now give the
usual diagram given in text-books showing this;-:

AWa
W <ylLA
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Examples of Single lexers of the* third class are*
to b.4 found in the-'action of many of -the8 muscles of
the human body; e.g. that of the- Biceps acting on the-
forearm. The following diagram illustrate® -this? - :

At&j Jl
a ojJZv^y]MWAAW

ILu>(H
.V eMJLd)
fa lb ^
the fulcrum is at- the ei.bow- joint--; the- power

is applied by 'the8 muscle* at-'the-bicipital twhetrasit y;
and the resistance is the* hand with its contents.

An example* of a double l-efrefr of the third class
is -|q be found in ordinary Sugar-tongs. I give-' a
diagram showing this-.- the arrows indicating where*
-the'power is applietij-

olfaXJJ //fl
^ -jutcAWOA,

4

4> e-wvv.

Here''the- fulcrum is at the- rounded extremity? the
resistance'"to be- overcome-, i.e*. ?thr piece* of sugar, is

grasped between the- spoon-shaped ends? and the- power
is applied at a point- somewhere- along the8 shafts. It*
will be e*fidsn# that pressure* apoiled at the'points

jb. jj. will lead to approximation of'the free* ends
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of the tongs, as Is the case' when a piece of sugar

is grasped.

But in order to learn how this principle works in
the case of Midwifery foroefcs we will have to push the

free ends of the sugar-tongs beyond their place of meeting

in the middle line so that they cross each otAer as is

the case wit
M rceps. I show this don© in the* case of

the sugar-tongs.

It will now be evident that if pressure be applied

■to the points indicated by the arorows P. P, the fro©- ends

of the tongs will be pushed further apart; while pressure

at the points indicated by the arrows m.ra. will result
in the closer approximation of the free ends. I may here

say that exactly this action is found to take place in
Luer's cross-action Tracheal dilating forceps of which

J iri% "3 A *§ sat rv wx m .

From these examples we may say that- if the arms of



a double- lever of the third class are crossed at a voint

between the power and the extremity which acts on the
resistance* (as in the case of these sugar-tongs^ acted
on at the points op,) the power so applied tends to

push those extremities further apart? while if the-power

is applied between the point of crossing and the effective
ends, (as in the case of the sugar-tongs acted on at the

points $ ib ) the pressure tends to approximate these

ends

Now this is exactly the kind of action which

Midwifery Forceps exert* when the widest diameter between

the blades is less than inches, "Ihen .the handles of
tM MiTMSSAJi Volute

the oldASimpson's forcepsAare firmly grasped so as to Jbv
be approximated throughout their entire length the action

is that of the arrows p p in diagram No. IS:, while- if the
pressure on the instrument handles Js relaxed, then any

fcJCIAfa^. IfU ft&
pressure that may be 1 ■?-n;■ - to the. external surface of
the blades is allowed to be transmitted to whatever-

may lie within the cavity of the, blades, which is
exactly the action shown by the arrows ro ro in diagram

Ho. IS.
That this is so let me-now demonstrate by means of

a very simple experiment which anyone' can easi ly p erforra.

In order to reproducers far as necessary^the conditions
which exist when the Midwifery forceps are acting within
the maternal pefvis, I ash you to place two books, each

of about three inches in thickness, so that they lie

back to back, about 4 inches apart at their one extremity,

and 2 inches aoart at their other extremity? the passage-



between to represent the pMvic portion of thy maternal

canal;- the'wider e-vtrefrity raferesehiiner the* pelvic Jssfc

brim, the narrower vtteteity, the e^ternad ouWst.
Now I ask vou to place1 between "the two books as

arranged, an eWASimoson' s Forceps with the-handles in
apposition throughout their entire length, and so that
the outer surfaces of the blades are5 in contact wit-hthe

boo,rs;- as in the following diagram.

E=rO

Now let an Assistant, nress 'together the'two books

in the direction of the arrows, : Now note the

result.

lj
%
y\

> !

U <

(it f r

J\
YA

> S
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It will h« observed that as the- blades become npprox-;

imated5the handles open out at the point of crossing
of the blades.

Now let the Assistant leave off his pressure on the

fcool<s, and let him grasp the handles firmly so as to

approximate them throughout their entire length and it ^
will be found that the r lades are *■**<* * n y v.t.ti i^iu

opened out and the two books are forcibly - thrown apart,
as is shown in diagram 11

Anyone who will take the trouble' to perform this

simple experiment will have no difficulty in understanding
what I am now endeavouring to esta- lish, vizi, that-vtik
Midwifery foreeos, when the\ A blades at their widest

actors,?
distance apart are less than S3A inches the actions

it has is that of i double lever of the third class.

From what I have said I think it will be evident that

the1 English tyre" of Midwifery forceps may act ft either

as a double lever of the first class, or as a double lever

of the third class;- the difference of action depending

on the wtdlli between the blades at their widest parts.

A. If this width exceeds '5% inches the action is that

of a double lever of the first class.

B. If this width is less than 5M inches, then the \
instrument acts as a double lever of the third class.

The consideration of the action of forcens as a lever

of the second class 1 leave over until I deal with the

WEENIE-ACT ION of forcers.
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The- ACTION of MI 0-1 PERY FORCEPS in PARTURITION.

6N,''

Those who have followed what I have written In my

last section will recognise that, while the forceps is

within the maternal parturient passage there are

three possible relations which the blades may have to

each other.

A. there the handles remain in contact at their blade-

ends, and the outside measurement across the blades

at their widest part is greater than 3M inches.

I give a diagram c<* this.

Awuj. /*}> j

$hwiAS[ d
OM- hyWVU^^N
3*ft CK/Urtd'

In such cases the forceps is a double lever of the

first class, and has a scissor-like action.

E. Where the handles remain in contact throughout their

entire length, ai^d the outside measurement across

the blades at their widest part is exactly 3% inches.,

Cu/UM

In such cases no action whatever is possible, any

more than there could be #4th closed scissors. Set ll.
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_ 32.C. Where in© handles remain !n contact at their near

ends* ana i?-.© outside measurement across the blades

at their widest part is. less than Z% inches.
1 rive a -diagram of this;-

cfyiaq X{: JWI 1iW\W ok te&i-tsd*.
t 6^ IK*

Rta/L) 1*44/lkhn
oJ^oA'

In such aasos the forceps acts as a double lever

of tho third class, as I have- already shown.

So that with reward to the outside measurement

across the blades at thai? widest part w© have three

possible relations of the blades the on© to the other.

1. Where this diareeter Is greater -than $% inches.

-•'« *» *t t * exact lv *# **

3. ** 9 9 9 9 less 9 9 9 9

Th© second of these conditions* tin which no lever

action is possible;- need not detain us. So now we have

to consider what are the positions in the normal oartur-

ieni canal in which the first and the third condition

are possible*.
With regard to the first of these*- iwhere the outside

measurement- across the blades is greater than £■%■ inches*

I thin!' that there can be no doubt that the oosit-ion

in which this occurs is in tho bleb operation, i.e. where

the forceps-blades arc above the maternal pelvic brim.

Her# the abdomen is large- and roomy and the uterus is
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expansible to a very considerable extent, so that t-he

forceps—blades my open .out as much as is necessary.
yvvnud p

But, with the noqfpa I pelvis and fetal bead, suca an

action is impossible in the low operation. We know that

the maternal pelvis is filled up with soft tissues. So

that the parturient passage is a mere slit which has to

be dilated in order that the head my descend* the amount
of dilatation being decided by the diameters of the

fetal head, and it is - the transvft.fse diameter of the

head wnich has decided that the outside measurement

across the forceps-blades shall be SB inches.

So that in the low operation the transverse diameter

of the maternal parturient- passage is expected to dilate

up to BM inches and no more.It will be evident therefore

that in the low operation the fcrceos-blades cannot open

out to a greater extent than inches at their widest

part# but that whatever lever action there is within

the maternal oe-lvis ®u*t be limited to the forceps-blades

becoming more approximated than the 3H inches referred to.

It will therefore be evident that the sphere in which

the forceps-blades my open out to a greater diameter
than 3/6 inch as at their widest is in the HIGH OPERATION,
white the sphere in which they open out- to a less extent t±»

than SB inches at their widest is in the LOW OPERATION.

From what ! have already demonstrated in ny former

section it will be recognised that this is equivalent

to saying that in the HIGH OPERATION force-s act* as a cbrJjk
lexer of the,FIRST CLASS, while in the LOW OPERATION
^ dtrtOKA

tfcsssr acts as a .lever of the THIRD CLASS.
A



54.
MIDWIFERY FORCEPS as COMPRESSORS of ti > FETAL HEAD.

In my second section, (pages S and 4,) I quotod

••mat these' authorities teach regarding the actions of

Midwifery Forceps in so far as this instrument acts as

a Compressor of the fetal bead. I need not therefore

now repeat these quotations in full;but will only draw
attention to what labin says as to this compression

taking place while the forceps is acting within the

maternal pelvis. On page 658. of his text-book hehas

the foliowingj-

blades of the forceps being generally applied
"at the sides of the pelvis, or nearly so, the oompres-;

"sion of the head in the transversa diameter of the

"pelvis tends to bulge it out- in the conjugate diameter

"of the Pelvis where there is generally least room for

"it, 11 is only therefore in the comparatively rare

"cases of transverse contraction of the pelvis that the

"action of the forceps as a compressor is directly

"ad vatffcageous."

I need not quote this author further, but think

there can b© no doubt that he understands this action ^
of compression as taking dace In what is gem-rally
known as ' th e Low 0ocmtion.'

I may t>orhaps be allowed to state, in a word, wfe&i
is -V e present t-©aofelng regarding the action of Midwifery
forceps as Compressor, by saying that it is taught* that

11

This instrument acts uniformly throughout ac2 I



'entire rang# of action, in both the- high and the low

'operations, as a Compressor of the fatal head, in such

'the same way as does a pair of scissors when it cuts

'a piece of cloth.'

I'his I hone to demonstrate to you is not strictly

accurate.

In the Low operation there may be arid undoubtedly
often is an amount of pressure everted by the soft

tissues lining the inner aspect of the maternal pelvis

which (unless resisted by the dilating action of the

forcers-Maces1 when the handles are approximated

throughout their entire length, as is shewn on page

30 $ of this thesis,) may be transmitted to the

fetal head.

But in the LOW OPERATION it is simply impossible

by any pressure which the Accoucheur may bring to bear

on the forceps-handles to bring about Compression of

the fetal, head; and that -the sphere in which the \
forceps can act as a Compressor of the head is in, and

. ' only injthe- BICE OPERATION, i.e. while the blades are
acting above the brim of the mate-real pelvis.

In order to establish this I will deal in the- first

place with the action of Midwifery forceps in the low

operation.
In ray previous section, (page 33.) ! demonstrated

that in the LOP OPERATION Midwifery forceus acts as a

double lever of the Third class. To bring out what this

means ! take the extreme' case of a small head in

a normal-sized pelvis. Then the two blades of th© forcers
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would assume, top on© to the ®tK- r a relative position

It will bo oiserved that here the near-ends of the-

force", s~blades are In apposition, an-- tas£ at their
blade-end they have become separated.

How I 'think that ii will be 'evident that pressure

applied to the' near-ends of the handles, i.e.

at the points indicated by the arrows f).b, cannot possibly
compress the head} - ;indeed such pressure- would be abso 1- .

utely ineffecti ve:, because those ends are already as near

to each other as they can belaud therefore any pressure
cannot brine: t-hem nearer.

Again, if pressure be applied at any other point

along the Forceps-blades, say at the point indicated
nv y*\

by the arrows, , it will be-evident that this cannot

possibly result- in compressing -the head. On the' contrary

it will tend to force the blades still further apart

than they now are?flk^ci»^*^ *' t '
From this it will be evident that it is simply imposs¬

icle for the Accoucheur, by bringing or keeping the j/
handles -together to exert- Compression on the fetal head.

Indeed it is the very opposite of compression of the

head which occurs -ffCen fj/ts0 pressure is applied to the
handles. For I have shown in rv last section, Cp.SO-),



that in the LON OPEBATION forceps acts as a double iever^*
of the third class, and that therefore any pressure^
applied to the handles so as to bring them together j/
results in a greater separation of the blades at their

widest part.

Therefore" when the forcers is noting in the LOW

operation it is impossible, by any pressure which the

Accoucheur may bring to bear or. the band.!os to cause

Compression of the fetal head. Put that

In the LOW OPERATION with ordinary short or long

forceps the bringing together of the handles, instead

of compressing the head, tends to relieve the

head from compression by counteracting the pressure

of the maternal pelvic soft, tissues.

I need not now delay by considering the easy of

forceps in which the handles are approximated throughout

their entire length, as in the fo 1 lowing'diagram.?- .

ekuM:

&UvU?sU/rA*vUi
atvkX.

1 have already shown that when in Ah is position the

forceps cannot possibly have any :i1 *-'TrU-ysy

lever action whatever, and that, consequently they cannot

act as compressors of the head? any morn than scissors

can have any.action when their blades are closed.* 'V

Therefore ! claim to have demonstrated that it is

impossible- for the Accoucheur, by means of pressure- applied

to the forceps-handles to compress the fetal head in any

other than the HI^H OPERATION.
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I will now deal with Midwifery forceps in their action

in the HICJH OPERATION# and repeat my diagram showing:
the relation of tb© one blade* to the' other when they are

high up, above the maternal pelvic brim.

I have already shown, (page,31^33) that this separ¬

ation of the blades is possible only when the instrument
blades are so^ high up within the materna l parturient
canal}as to be above the pelvic trims and that then the
forceps acts as a double lever of the first class, in

much the same way as do scissors.

It will be at once evident that with forceps in this

position it is possible that the^ instrument acts as a
Compressor of the- fetal head, and in wv experience it

often doss act in this way.

I think then that I may lifalm to have demonstrated

A..-That it is inaccurate -to say that Midwifery forceps

can act as a Compressor of the fetal head in all

situations throughout the maternal parturient canal

Thai Compression of the fetal head as the result of
the Accoucheur keeping the handles together can

o^cur only in the HI OH OPERATION.

Co..That in the LOW OPERATION the bringing of the handles

together leads to the counteracting of the pressure

of the maternal soft tissues, so relieving the head

from Compression.



I will not at this stipe discuss the action of Axi

traction forceps® This I will deal with later when i

come to consider the actions of the fixation-screw®
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MIDWIFERY FORCEPS as a DILATOR of the MATERNAL CANAL.

In my reading I haw not yet come across a hint
of the existence of a dilating action of forceps. Yet
I venture to think that^not only does this action e-xist
but that a very considerable portion of the force exerted

by the Accoucheur in traction of the forceps-handles

is expended in dilating the maternal parturient canal.

I will deal with this more'particularly in my next section
when I come to discuss the action of this Instrument

as a Tractor.

In thiS section I propose 'to give a very practical

illustration in proof of what I now contend for^ and
will show you that a vary considerable force is required

to draw the empty forceps out of the parturient canal. I

will ask you to perform the following experiment;-,

place an ordinary Axis-traotion forceps in position
within the birth-canal of the Dummy Mother*-

(b) Tighten up the fixation-screw* and then

(cj Attempt to draw the foroaps out of the birth-passage.
I think that if anyone will take the trouble to

perform this slight experiment he wiix be conscious of

two things?- .

1.-that a very considerable force is required to pull
the forceps out of the passage, and

2.that as the forceps advanced,,the vulvar opening

enlarged considerably.
But, if we consider it we will recognise that^as in

this experiment the forceps-blades were1 quite empty,

it cannot be the fetal herid that is the cause of the
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resistance. It must be that the force which has been

exerted in traction has been entirely expended in dilat¬

ing the parturient canal.

The only possible objection to the validity of this
experiment is that there is a considerable amount of

friction is thus drawing; th* .forceps-blade* through the

dummy birth-passage, which is not present in the living

mother. But the walls of the dummy passage and also the-

forceps-blades say bo-amply lubricated, and in this way

the excessive- friction be overcome; but even then

it will be found that, as I have said, a very consider-;
able force^ is necessary to draw the forceps-blades out
of the dummy birth-canal.

What I have to say in this connection will come

more appropriately in my next section, i.e. when I deal
with 'Forceps as a Tractor.'

The- point i wish new to emphasise is that the

A. the EXTERNAL SURFACES of the forceps-blades have

an action as well as their internal surfaces; sad

E. that these external surfaces act chiefly on the ^
maternal tissues; and

C. that this action is in the way of dilating the maternal

tissues so as -to open up a my for the descending

hedd.

My own experience- would load w& to my that this

dilating action is the most-important of all the bene¬
ficial actions which Midwifery Forceps exert. Every
Obstetrician must be aware how great- is the expulsive

forced which is exerted by the- uterus and abdominal



muscles. It so8»s to me to foe self-evident that

A. orovided the head is sufficiently moulded so that
it is down to the normal diameters and th© materna 1

passages dilated up to 'the same5 measurements, the

'vis a tergo' will be more tbaa sufficient to expel
the child? Also

E. that if the passages are dilated by the Accoucheur

a lesser amount of moulding of the descending head
will suffice- to bring about the birth of the child,art^
so the labour will b© over the* sooner.



MIDWIFERY FORCEPS as a TRACTOR,

43,

The Present teaching on this point is that the
chief action of" Midwifery forceps is that, of a TRACTOR.

Professor Webster, in his text-book, page 695.

says $-

"the chief essential use of forceps is as a

"tractor, the instrument replacing or supplementing
"the natural expulsive powers."

Calabin, in his text-book, page* 657. says;-

"It is frequently stated that the action of

"forceps is threefold, namely that of a tractor,
"a lever, and a compressor. The essential action

"however is that of a tractor only."

To put this plainly it means that the chief action

of Midwifery forceps is to draw the fetal head out

of the maternal parturient canal in much the same way

as a nail is drawn out of a board by a pair of pincers,

or a tooth out of its socket by a pair of Dentist's

forceps.

A little consideration however will show that there

is a very material difference between the nail or tooth,
and the child.

In the case of the nail or tooth;-'

1 .These a re* held firmly in position, and embedded in the
-tissues in which they are situated.

2.There is no expulsive action whatever on the part of
the tissues by which they are surrounded.

3, There is nothing corresponding to a door closing in

the nail or tooth.
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In '-the case of the child on the contrary}-,
l.lnsteao of be-in? fixed In a socket, it is loosely

floating in the Liq\ior Amnii.

2. Instead of being: passive, it is acted on very power- .

fully by the tissues within which it is situated

in order that it foe expelled.

■3. Its exit is closed by the external organs of parturition
i.e. the v'ulva and the perineum, these forming a tiwd in¬
door to bar its exit,

I do not think that we sufficiently estimate the

expulsive force which is exerted by the uterus and

abdominal muscles when they are in full action. Various
estimates have been given, from 55 lbs upwards, sir

JamesX Simpson gives the amount at 120 lbs. about.

Any one who has attempted to lift from the ground a

weight of even haIf-a-bundredweight will know how very

much this is; and I doubt If ordinarily the Accoucheur
$*£*£& jtrod-

app lies anything like so much.to the forr.ens-af.£m,dfip-
handles in traction.

This tn en is the force which is being exerted to <jf
expel the fetus during the active contraction of the

rnatema 1 tissues. The obstacle- to t-he outward progress

of the child is that the external portion of the pa rtur-;
lent canal Mocks the way.

We are now In a position to understand what-

arc the- different" forms of resistance- which have to ce-

overcome by the traction applied by the Accoucheur
to the forceus-handles. They are three;- as follows.

1 .Overcoming the friction of the maternal canal.
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2.Direot traction of the fetal head, so as to advance it

on its outward Tourney.
3. Dilatation of the* maternal canal.

1. As regards friction. In ordinary cases whore the -iscr

labour is terminated within a few hours, tins walls of the

parturient canal are1 aroplv lubricated with mucous secret-,

ion. This reduces the friction on the forceps-blades to

almost nothing. It follows therefore ttiat^of the force
exerted by the Accoucheur}the proportion which goes to
overcome the friction of the parturient canal is vary

small indeed.

2. Direct traction on the fetal head, so as to advance

it on its journey.

After what has J)Sen' said it will be readily under¬
stood that, provided there- is no obstruction In the

more external portion of the birth-canal, then only a

a comparatively small force- is required to propel the

fetus along the patent parturient passage, A simple-

experiment will suffice to show that a force- of a few
lbs. will be ample for this. Probably 2 or 3 lbs will
suffice. But let us put this at* say, 10 lbs.

We have seen that the uterus and abdominal tissues

exert an expulsive force of probably between 50 and

100 lbs. Let us put this at say 50 lbs so as to be well
within the mark. So we have the' expulsive force of 50 lbs

exerted; the force necessary -to propel the fetus along
t-he patent passage5, lOtbs. What then does the remaining

40 lbs do?, Tim enur ' in dl Idling tW io
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Now suppose the Accoucheur , bavin? decided that

ike case is one for forceps, as£ proceeds to apply this
instrument. What is the effect of the force' which he j
applies? Let us assume that, he applies a force of 50 lbs.

Thisywith the 50 lbs everted by the maternal tissues,
males a total expulsive force of 100 lbs. which is being

expended in advancing the- fetus forward. Put we- have seen

that» provided the parturient canal Is patent and well-.

lubricated a force of less than 10 lbs. is sufficient

to propel it outwards.

It will be evident- therefore that of the force ori ::'iv"'

expended by the Accoucheur in traction only a very small

portion goes as traction of the fetal head.

3. Dilatation of the Maternal canal.

From what has been said if will be evident that

only a very small portion of the force exerted by the

Accoucheur goes to overcome friction and in direct trac¬

tion of the head. There is only one other way in which

it can be expended that is in DILATATION of the MATERNAL

TISSUES.

This is borne out by the experiment- already referred

to, (page W ), of drawing the empty forceps-blades out of
the birth-canal of the dummy mother.

Another consideration which leads to the conclusion

that there is comparatively little t rapt ion directly on

the fetal head is that usually there is no mark on the-

head of the new-born child. If there wore any considerable

amount of such traction it is almost certain that the

head would be severe!4 marked. But this is not so in



the great' majority of cases.

From what I have said I thin1- it will be evident that

it is not rfudFte accurate to regard the force everted

by the Accoucheur in traction or the forceos-fclades as

being expended in Traction of the fetal head. On the con-

contrary the great hulk of this £ores actually goes t©

dilate the maternal parturient-oafiaJ.



WEDGE-ACTIOH of a JD^IFERY FORCEPS.
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YK08 dealing wi th the * ANOMALIES of FOBCEPS-ACTION,

(nag©- 10, j I drew attention to the' rather extraordinary
fact that it- often occurs, when the forceps Jcs placed
In position on the fetal head within th© mat ema 1 pelvic

canal, that very raoid delivery often takes place and this

without- any increase- of uterin# act!en* or traction

by the Accoucheur on the foreops-hand1es •
I now come to ccmstdoT what this action really is,

for I have*' never scon any attempt at explaining it- in
any literature I have read on this subfeet-.

So far as the' present teaching regarding the action

of £creeps goes, it is only the action of the- inner

surfaces of the blades that- is referred to. for traction

and compression, the- two chief actions mentioned, are

both of them effected by the inner surfaces of the blades

in much th© same- way as a pair of dentist's forceps
prases a tooth.

But in the case of Midwifery forceps th® outer a :invfae wa

surfaces of the blades also are in contact with tissues.

The special tissues they are in contact with are' the
maternal tissues. I will now proceed to show you that tfawas

these outer surfaces also have'an action in the process

of parturition which has been overlooked in the east. .
flu* AJvv&LAv

To show what I mean I now the diagram X gear

on page 18. showing the %HiH4444^fi^hfL forceps-blades
divided into two carts,- an Anterior, and a posterior

pa rt.
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The anterior portion of the- inner surfaces is that

which is concerned with traction and compression of the

head.

But tha posterior oari of the outer surfaces of the

blades has another action. It increases the acutaness

of the WEDGE formed by the fetal head.. In this way the

presence of the forceps-blades in position within the

parturient canal enables the uterine force to act at

greater advantage, so facilitating the descent of the heat
head to its birth.

The following diagram will illustrate my meanings-
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The angle B.A.C. may be taken to represent that of

the descending head as forced downwards by the *Vis a

tergo' and acting as a wedge to dilate, the maternal

canal5 ffte' angle E.B.F.jthat formed by the effective
surfaces of the forceps-blades acting in the same way;

Hero the angle B.A.C. is nearly 90 degrees; while the
IfO

angle E.B.F. is only about -^degrees, i.e. only half
of the other.

It is a well-known Mechanical law that the more acute

acute the angle the more effective the wedge. A #£•
simple calculation will show that, other things being

equal, a wedge whoso angle* is only 40 degrees is raore-^f
than twice as effective as one whose" angle- is 90 degrees•

Now in parturition the expulsive force exerted, by

the maternal tissues remains xiu,Al-U-Jied by the intraw-;
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the same whether the forcer s-blades are In position or

not. But the placing of the blades tn position over the

fetal head reduces t-fc©- effect* ancle of the wedge to
about one-ha If, and so the maternal expulsive force is

able to act f$> f.f$ ed creator advantage.

This is the explanation of the fact that in many caSes
the mare placing in position of the forceps-blades over

the descending head, without any traction whatavs-r on the

part of the Accoucheur, or any increase of uterine con-,

tractions is often speedily followed by the birth of the
child.

NOTE j-

It might perhaps he argued that- in this Wedge-drotion
a lever action of the Second class. This however

is a purely theoretical question and sol rio aot discuss
it.
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Actions of the FIXATIOS-SCHEW.

Thfir most obvious action of the Fixation-screw is

of course to keen the t:>o hal ves of the forceps in n. "• ■ i *-r

oos it ion when they have/been elsced over the feta i head.
It is this action wMch.giveft to the screw its name,

n

and in this action the screw takes the place of the? tape

which Chasmerlau tied round the lock of his original

forceps.is there cannot possibly be any question of
this action I pass on without further comment-.

cut ine fixation-screw has other actions than this

of keeping the two halveS of the forceps in position.
i'SC ica.ohisifr, however, as to what those actions art is,

to nut it mildly, very vague indeed.

i'y space is too limited to allow of my quoting the
o1 f f crent authors in full, cut I would refer the reader ; -1

to the text-book of Professor Webster, cage 734* Also

to the Manual of Dr. 4a lab in, who gives a much more- full

statement of his action of forceos, at pa-res 687-638#
I will sum up briefly the- present teaching of fc-ho--

actlon of the- screw as follows?- ft is taught*fefc**

'That tightening the fixation-screw when the forceps
1
is in position over the fetal bead in parturition
'tends to increase the pressure-' on the head? while
| I
loosening the screw tends to diminish this pressure.

In this, it mill be observed there is no distin¬

ction drawn between the act-ion of forceps in the

High and the Jo*" Operations,

I roust here draw attention to tb® somewhat re-mark- .

able fact that of the- Axis-traction forceps offered for
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sale by the instrument-makers thereare some la which

tt :* fixation-screw is Placed at the near-end of the iss-

handles?while others have their screw placed at the «f

crossing of the two blades. r-eTe arc some other forms

e.g. that of Murdoch Cameron, 4 c, where the- screw is *■*. h.

at the near end, hut as these stem to involve other

mechanical principles ? do not fake up time by cons id er-
inm them.

The illustration t take of those Midwifery forceps

which have their screw at the near end of -the handles

1s that of Stawell, and for briefness I will refer to ^htn

this as the Stawel-l-tvpe; of forceps. I rive a diagram

to show the relative position of tho- screw in this type.

Ac&iicujp

II lA&Xw-yy, - £cAJUv.

I will have to refer to tht.-s type of forceps later,

and so now will only say that I consider this typo to

he quite unpractical, and that it only serves to show
how very much on& May be misled by a mistaken theory.

I corns now to consider the ordinary type of Axis-,

traction forcons ^taking as my example the forceps of
Sir A.R.Simpson, the former Professor of Midwifery of
our University This is the form which, so far as I know,
has been followed as to the position of the screw, in all

the forcers which have their origin, in the Edinburgh

School of Medicine, and so I suppose win be arc apt yd as
the ordinary type-.
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I givo an diagram showing the position of the< screw

in the ordinary two© of Axi.s-traction forceps.

(^4 Jhiuiun ^VCv^V . /)

(G-oIvm jwtUum *] |J
khfjuL

j i-' j p res.-m 1 coni'-mti on is that-, with the so row Hbf
cvt nuu ^ /WU. £«/> KjU^, ^ /!»*, finx^v,
".'J |i ■ "in ].' ;ji, i t Is a simple irrpos }i hillty» by any

tigbteniop- of th:v fixation-sorow whatever to bring about-
oompr"■ssicn of t*..-: a 1 htad. ^u*. HrfZ <r*s7^)

The present fc.vaching regarding the® action of this

sc; t.w is based on the supposition that Midwifery forceps
act throughout the enti re parturient process in exactly

the same way as do scissors.. I now reproduce the- diagram

I gave on nago 21. showing scissors opened out. as they
are-when commencing to act on, say, -a oloo© of cloth.

cjwwb

Tit Aia 05 A'

J> -jf ■

TVjV <Jr Vi 1V\,

I think that it will b© at once apparent that if

it- is desired to out the cloth with the scissors, the
-fcrcc€ $

olac© where the fet^ssanas roust he- applied swart-....livs. at- the-
A

hand las j i.e. at the point indicated by the arrows,

b b ; also that to apply the pressure over the jroe**-
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Junction of the halves of the forceps, i.e. at- the point
Indicated by the arrows m. is absolutely futile,
and only a waste of energy.

In order that a comparison my be mad© I again produce
tno' diagram I gave of the' forceps opened out so' as to

act In the same way as do the scissors.

3tf.
same way as do the scissors. J ,

JcfUA/jv «Wt" iX &JCL—4*S) &JAA4\0

c£/y?}
I^ aj|ccfcUK>

ifcjr cJr TLAyr^ ^
7H *tA v> rv\tv\t /fvnMUi

.As with the scissors, so with the- forcepsj- if
C(

■■■■a, is appliejjsp as. to tk# head, the \TtUb 5kcruS-d-
position at which -4:0-.jarasgwyfrHsgffj he applied is at

the near ends of the forceps handles, i.e. at the points

indicated by the arrows,jj. j). ; further that' pressure-\
applied to the handles at their point of crossing, i.e.
at the- points indicated by the arrows m. ro. is absolutely
ineffective' to produce- compression of the head.

Siawell has carried out this idea, by placing the-^
screw at the near end of the forceps-handles, and if
It is the case , as 'OalaMn teaches, that tightening \\
the- .fivatton-soraw increases the pressure- on the head,

then Stawell has act-ad consistently In placing

s.fiol-culU^ sfurom. fo c,wV wvw/ir.
I think that a consideration of what I have pros-.

the screw as he does.

entad will satisfy any on© who has followed me;, that
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In the High operation, tightening; the screw Jrrfnitiijm

ft IZro Wvn y ffeu
exdilfcr^jAjM, >. ,, Lj .'.u a-M** forceps is absolutely ineffective
in Compressing the head, (w. iWtL <~\^f aj

As regards the StawelL-type of forceps I will only
say that both Webster and Calabin agree that compression

of the head is not- a desirable effect; therefore It

must be evident that any position of the- screw which

tends to produce compression is a mistake.

I coir;- now to consider the action of the fixation-

screw in the Lew operaticn, and reproduce the* diagram
I gave on page 24. showing the position assumed by the

two halved of the forceps in this operation.

At0Uj,' & . /cov(wv\ ^kUoju. Ifiodx^ tn £flv\<tUiji\
■y")bbrsdhi icuiw^

^LfCvira4^Uj i

You will observe that in this position the jjLJ$L
two handles are in apposition at the? r near ends?" and
are separated at- the point of crossing.^.

I reproduce also the- diagram I ifave of another instru¬

ment which acts in exactly the same- ways- vizt.

Loot's cross action Tracheal dilating. Forceps.
Alcfcj 33, * «twa/\,$ <A#v> cuA^YV' TrtehycA, clJlcoCL^ ^nxJ^ '

: * ' 44

A moment's consideration will convince you that
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by any j. rcssu?-- lo the handles to fake-- us-.- of t-hia
inst-rusest- as a grasping Inst rumen i-.

So wit?, yidwi ferv forcers lit * he- Low op rration. I
havi aJtn.adv •'••<• ■•/ ny d -char forears fn *low

or era t-ton acts as a V v--r of the +Mrd class, see

p3. P" "0 3X1li.
I"' "S13 re evident therefore that ^ust as pressure

on the handles of the Luer'g Tracheal forceps result in

dilating its distal ends* so v--5ressure on the handle's

of the Midwifery forceps rhon ■ ?.$■so are actio/* within

the maternal ?ivls, will r-reduce di lata I ion of the ist

blades, and that this rill tend to counteract the press¬

ure which is be-in? averted by the soft tissues of the

s&ternal canal which are compressing the head.

So that- it Is quite-a mistake th think that- tightening

up the fixation-screw tends to increase the pressure

on the head during parturition. Indeed a very simple

experiment will demonstrate that the very opposite- is
the case.

In order to demonstrate this I ask you to place two

volumes In position, back -to back, about inches apart.
TlWvv

place between thorn an Avis-traction fcroons of the

ordinary type, i.e. one with the fi vat Ion-screw near

to the- crossing of the two halves of the instrumenfcy-

Thusj-
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To represent t>e elastic nressur# of the walls of
the maternal parturient- passage, let an Assistant- apply

slight pressure to the books so as -is bring them together*
while at the same time the screw is gradually loosened.
I have indicated this by the- arrows jr. j>. in tli diagram.
As the Assistant, ape li«s pressure and the screw

becomes loosened it will found that the two blades

become approximated, as is shown in the next diagram;-;

Ac<yj &
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Now proceed to tIvM :m tin the screw; and it wi4l

be- found that the blades aga in bee owe separated unt i 1

tb-ay resume the position they had at the first, as ek.

shown In the previous diagram, ul 3i.
Any one who win perform this simole experiment- will

be .satisfied that the present- teaching regarding the-

action of the fixation-screw is wrong-;- that it is not

the- case that** while-the forceps are acting in an ordinary

case of parturition, the tightening of the- screw causes

an increase of the pressure on the head* hut. that' the

wry contrary is the result.

Another oiu "hioh may br» briefly oons-idcTsd hore?-

that is i- 'fhici- is the prop a r r. as it ion for the fikalxon-
screwyMthe near end of the haiidles.as Stawell places it#
or at the crossing of the two parts of the forceps as

tfe the-ordinary type of this instrument. 1 think that-
there canno* br a occsihi 11' y of doubt that S*?aw«11 is
wronc in this, and that the ordinary typo* of instrument

Is cor -act-'.

I Vyvi; shown td nt. in f^o high operation, to ha re

the screw at V © near en*' of the handles is wrong. In

the low ^oration it- is still mere wrong* for in this

position, it is badly placed for keening the- two blade
of the forceps in position over the head of the child}

while as to exerting pressure either on the head or

on the maternal sof- tissues it is absolutely inef-f ©c-

tJve. A-s well u-ight one apply compression at th<* fixed
end of a Luer^s-Tracheal rbrcers with tho idea, of either

approximating or of separating the ext.rem- ends of the
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I now proposed 4© sum up what>ax# fhs* actions of

■the* fixaiIon-screw in *the* ordinary ;typ^ of Axis-traction
forceps in raach of ■•-th&-*thr.B®- positions which arai possible*

in ordinary partufrttion.
A. In thtf HIGH OPERATION. Excluding the- v-^xy slight

compression du5» to Scraw nets being placed Exactly
at *tfes- cent-re? of 'tha? crossing of tha-two parts of

^ w*. WlC pc& if
the* Forcapsavtha» only action 'the® screw can have* is

that' of holding in tt-Mr places '-tfeg»ttiro parts ofih#

instrument. not#, nag# 78A^
B. In the» LOW OPERATION.

(a) When .-t he* Screw is loosened*-the-- Maternal tissue®

are- f re^-t-O' compress -fehtv petal head.
(b) Wh^n <th* Screw is being tightened upi-th#v prans-x

ur©> of the so'ft tissue® lining fehfc. interior of .•the*
maternal pelvis is resisted; and so the?_CompressIon
of the- head is diminished.

(C) When the? Serai? is fully tightened up? the* forceps
is converted into a rigid instrument, and -the? two

parts of which haves no action whatever-the* on# on

fthe* other.



HIDtflFER? FORCEPS as a f^IQID I8STR0MEH?

If any one- wiH place together the two parts of

an Axis—tract! on forceps of the ordinary type, and

'tigbion up the fixation-screw so as to lock the two

portions t ogf-her fro, will aporeciat e that the two blades

no longer have any action the one on the other, but
that they ha v© now become so united- together thai they

form a rigid instrument. I r-iv. a diagram showing the

force-? s in this position,*- ,- ,

oOlOij 3$' IwsjJvj a* TIUJAA -VMnM^njiWr

It is now no longer possible, without destroying
the integrity of the- instrument to move the one part on

the other at ail. So that the instrument has now ceased

to h- a forceps , but, as PIayfair puts it, "The two
bl ades p ?ac ti ca 1.1 v fom? a s i n<? te in s1j v raent."

I need net occupy your tin-- with an elaborate t=

e^position of thIs sspnct o.f forcaps-?c;L'i©n• but4 H. 11
simply state the actions which Midwifery forceps has
when thus It-tea, converted into a rigid instrument. As

I understand it t? o actions are as followsj-

1. jT|t forinSa rigid casing which shields the fetal head
from injury.

2. prevents Compression.of the head by the maternal
Tissues.
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6. C|. t v,'$ P1QIDITY to the anrle forr<efl by the- two blades
so enabling them the more effectively to perform

their action as a WEDQE.
4. Guides tne bea*l on its outward /fosmay.

As to ti-t, 1st. and ;.5rd. of these sot ions, what 1

refer :o villi be so s---lf-nviritnt- that ! do not* need

to enl3t!?e :up-;m l ke«. I p .y e chaps however oxplain
about V e secora 11ttte.

On par/-: ''-is „ Is i ha?-.* v.-mons: ra~v' ^
thatjwken tire handle? of a J^id'-v} fery forceps are not
firmly grasped t©jfetker so as to approximate the two
halves of the- handles throughout their entire length

the 'ofoers blades tfcnd to assume a position of laving
tne near-ends of th< handles iti apposition, and the

cross 1 ng ends sop?,rated the one fror- the oth--.«?♦ I show
Koreans in this position
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It will be evident taat^ in this case ^the maternal
tissues are free to exert pressure on the forceps-blades
and through the® to compress the fetal head.

I now shew the Axis-traction forceps with their screw

tightened up.

^1'
J<^—c/ujvr^tbiJr

fk^OOUW
b\Jii tf *~lk^
h\AK^ , 4/f

7 TU*y
H'M. lkr~tu)*/\Ax/Wi^rr\

ikrJUjL^yt
ifcr

|lrVCv|\j). (ficLth^
It will ■ ; evident that in this case the two blades

are kect dilated?. "he compression or th e ratema 1 sort
iS

tissues resisted; and eo the pressure of the head

relieved.

I think however that what, t hr.va said v-reviously on
C^rnvm^vl'

this roint renders further rojit -^"a^ unnecessary.

Tfith regard to the ^[hiding action of forceps;- I
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Include in this a number of slight actions which have

hoe-n noticed, .|r.

to Guiding the head into iho channel intended for it.

(?) Facilitating its nassap-e oast aimorroal obstacles
fa It '' f-o cy i i pendulum action.

Those actions often undoubtedly are present, nut at- most-

any one of they is only slight*, and of suite minor
importance-. They need not then-fore dytair. us looser®
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Before proceeding to my conclusions ! may be

allowed, to mention a few considerations which will

gIQMt the ground of possible criticisms of the theories

I have advanced.

A. That the LOW OPERATION of FORCEDS is much more-

frequent tbaa is the HIGH OPERATION.

It- ft must be- the experience' of every practical

Accoucheur that when he puts on the forcecs it is in

the great majority of cases, after the head has entered

the maternal pelvis, i.e. the great majority of

Forceps-cases are Low-operation cases

But in all those cases where' the- forceps is put-

on in order to perform the HIGH OPERATION, the Low-

operation must always follow. Therefore in such cases

-the* Low-operation must be as frequent as the High-operation

operation.

But- in addition to the Low-operation cases which

follow after the High-operation cases, there a re a

greater number of Low-operation cases which occur tnstp

independently of High-operat ions

It must therefore be evident that the-total number

of Low-opeta t-ion oases must vastly ©xc*pd the; number $
of High-operation cases; and that of the two, the

Low-operation cases are those which present themselves

most? frequently and most, urgently to the Accoucheur.

This is borne out by the-position of the Fixation-;
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screw in the ordinary type of Avis-traction forceps

tMs being placed at the position required for the Low

operation.

P. That a very decided pressure is exerted by the soft-

tissues lining the inner aspect' of the maternal

pelvis on the descending- head.

Those who have experience of Axis-traction forceps

of the ordinary type must have noticed that, when the

blades are in position over the head, it of ton happens

that a very considerable force is required to tighten up

the screw? and that in such cases the head is compar¬

atively well engaged within the maternal nelvts.

I aware that in other cases, when the headfea |$
still high up above"the maternal peivis-hrisr, after

b lacing the forcers in position the handles remain apart
! scao*
at their near ends* hnsni"*r. some force- is required

to approximate these-near ends. In such easeS;they creepsa(JZvr\ uj ike, oqs**jl
is acting in the HIGH OPERATION and the Inn.^ a

tk*k i)
as iff ordinary Scissors.

But In the other cise's I refer to it happens that it

is the Made- ends of the handles that are separated?

the difficulty of approximating is at the screw, and

often a considerable force is necessary to tighten it

up. fn such cases It can only be the soft tissues lining

the inner aspect of the- maternal pelvis that is exert- ,

ing pressure on the forceps-blades to force them together.
A consideration of this will 5I thin1',convince any

one that- there must be a very decided pressure oxertod



in the Low-opexation by the tissues of the matef&U
canal on the descending head

C. The name of 'FORCEPS'.

1 think those who have followed roe will.allow it

to have1 been an unfortunate thing that the name of

'FORCEPS' has been given to this instrument. Most people

understand, when * they hear of a,'Forceps', an instrument

which grasps and extracts some oh,%bt in much the same

way as does a pair of pinceTS when it seizes and
exttracts a nail from out of a piece of wood. From what
I lave said it will he recognised that Midwifery forceps

have not an action at all resembling this.
I can quite believe- that the name of 'FORCEPS' has

taken such a hold of the instrument- with which we are

dealing that it will be impossible ever entirely to

get rid of it. A great deal of the mischief of this name

will however be overcome'if it is realised that- this

term of 'FORCEPS' has bad its meaning so extended

during the past half-century that now it is applied to

isstruroents which have a very different, and indeed
Ws£*mf\

(in some1 cases) even a diametrically opposite- igi^arrtiSb-

from that which is us^Uly associated with the term.

Thus I have shown you that we have an instrument

intended to dilate the Trachea which is called by the

name of a 'FORCERS'.

I "fit-ink that this difficulty might- be almost* saSS""

entirely overcome if the! Instruroeht were no longer
"V\A*te, 1

called simply by the name of 'FORCEPS' but- by the aaoe

'DILATIdC-FORCEPS, and if it were explained that in its

chief action it acts a3 a DILATOR of the birth- canal.
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D. ADVANTAGES OF FIXATION-SCREW.

From what has been said it-will be evident, that the

presence of the fixation-screw makes the AXIS-TRACT ION

forceps an immensely superior instrument to those which

are not possessed or this screw.

With the older forms of Midwifery forceps the' %
maternal soft tissues Unlae tfe® Inner surfac. of the

pelvis of the mother,are able, ^acting through the
forceos-bladesj t o compress the fetal head, as it descends.

So long as the head is above the' pelvic- brim of

the mother, i.e. withIn the area of the HIQH OPERATION,

any compression everted by the maternal tissues is not

harmful to the head to any ■extent. Out when the head *rtviss

enters within the- area of the LOW OPERATION it is very

different. We' know how vital is the head of the* child,

and how different in kind 'the1 pressure' becomes when the

bead enters well into the pelvis. Here is the unyielding

tiny of bony structures, the5 soft tissues /1/'/'f[ftWvfU
inside which form only a thin lininv. We know too how

dangerous it is to the little life* if the Compression

of these- tissues is either severe or lone-continued..

It is -just here- that the fixation-screw enables the

forceps to help the little^ life, dilating the maternal
tissues and so saving the head from compression.

E. BEST FORM OF MIDWIFERY FORCEPS.

In this paper I have not considered the French form

of Midwifery^ forceps, Nor have JT examined the-many
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variations which appear to have- been proposed but not

carried into practise. Indeed I have limited myself to

those forms or whioh I have had practical experience.

I suppose that I am near the truth when I say that for

the British Practitioner the choice of instruments is

restricted to the older forms of Short or Long forceps,
or to those of the more recent forcers which have a ^
fixation-screw,, either situated at the near-end ofthe

hafidJes^as in the Stawell type, or at the- crossing- of
the two carts of the instrument, as in the forceps of

Sir A.B.Simpson.

Of these I have- no Hesitation in savin? that the:

instrument of otbr former professor is immensely the

best instrument. I have shown that S tawed 1 is a 1 together

at fault in the position he places his fixation-screw.

Those Forceps which have no fixation-screw are defect!ve¬

in so far that they allow the sof* "tissues lining the

maternal col vie to ocarp -"ess the 'etal head as it descends.
ThtSjtbe screw enables the Forceps of Sir A.B.Simpson
to r-revent.

It does not come within the- seope of this Thesis

to discuss the actions of the Tract ton-rods, So ^ have-

nothing to say as to the different questions which arise
in connection wftll thesC. Put without discussing these

points^the- conclusion that- my consideration of the forceps
I have seen is .that of them all the most scientific

are those which have their Fivatlon-scre* at the aawBssetssg

of the two portions of the Instrument.
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CONCLUSIONS.

From what I have written I think j aw entitled tec

to claim that the present teaching with regard to the

actions of Miriwiferv forcers is not* accurate. It' is Ssf-

taught- that- this instrument acts as a TRACTOR, which
action is intended, and also as a COMPRESSOR which

action is not desired.

As re^Ards Compression?- I have shown that-, while

in the HTCH-OPEBAT!ONthere- is in some cases an amount"

of Compression, still with the ordinary AMIS-TRACTI ON
fkjj Coivi^MjuOd/MAV Wt *Jf§ a ,

forcens^it is simply impossible,in either the* High or
the Low operation, by tightening up the Fixation-screw

to compress the head. But that on the contrary, the ^
tightening up of the screw approximates the handles in

such a way that the cavity between the two blades is

dilated;- thus the pressure of the maternal tissues is

resisted and Compression of the head is prevented.

As regards TRACTION;- It is I think a tremendous

error to regard the action of dwt fory-foreeps as at

all comparable to that of a pair of pincers when this
instrument draws a nail out of a piece of wood.

What really happens Is that the forcers-blades

with the screw fully tightened up forms a rigid case

enclosing the head. As this passes outward it gradually

opens up, i.e. dilates the passage', and ^s the way is
thus opened up)the head, acted on by the maternal tssez
expulsive powers, travels along, following closely up



behind the di lating portion of the forceps-blades
I have shown on rages 45 and 46. of this Thesis,

that the expulsive force of the maternal tissues is

vastly moro than is required to expel the child, prov¬
ided the parturient canal is sufficiently dilated. A

little thought therefore" must make it-evident that thi

extra force can only go to dilate the maternal passage

The IEY to the understanding of the action of
Midwifery forceps is3to distinguish the1 di ff©rent

forceps-operations, and the-possible positions the tate

blades of this instrument may occupy when within the

na ritnrient cana 1.

1 now give a condensed statement of what these are

A. In the HIGH-OPERATION.

Here the'two blades at their greatest width

anart are separated by a ,greater distance than

5% inches. In this position the forceps acts as a

double lever of the EIRST CLASS; the action being

toe same-as that of an ordinary pair of Scissors.

B. In. the LO^-O^EPAT I ON7.

(a) When the fixation-screw is not fu 11 y tightened up

Here the two blades are separated by less than '5%

m inches. In this position the forceps acts as a

double lever of the THIRD CLASS; the: action being

the' same as that- of a. LITER'S CROSS-ACTION

TRACHEAL-DILAT1 NO EORCEPS.

(b) When the fixation-screw is ful lv-tightened up.

Here the two blades at- their greatest-- distance-



apart are separated by a distance of 3% inches

exactly. In this costt!on the two blades have xlivul—:

absolutely no lever action at all, the one' on the

other; but together they form a rigid instruments.

I now give a brief statement, focussing what 1
have said of the actions of Midwifery forceps in each

of the positions which this instrument may assume when

within the parturient canal.

As regards TRACTION;- In cases where the" maternal

contractions are not entirely absent' the greatest ass:

portion of the force'which the Accoucheur applies to tfc

the Forceps-handles in nullin? goes to dilate the mater-,

nal passage* in front of the descending head. As the •saw-

way is opened up the maternal expulsive force keeps Pfa.
the head well forward within the r retentive'case

formed by the locked forceps-blades; and together,the
maternal expulsive force5 (minus what is required to ovrtT

overcome the- friction, etc,) added to the force exerted

by the Accoucheur in traction on the forceps-handles;—
•these act together to dilate the birth-passage, so «p.

opening a way for the child to pass out.
As regards COMPRESSION;- In the HIQH-OPERATION it ^

is the case that Midwifery forceps does compress the
head, reducing the diameter of that portion which happens

to come within the grasp of the forceps until its dss.
diameter is reduced down to the 3¥> inches which has \

been allowed as the- transverse diameter of the maternal

canal. But* at this point all compression absolutely so-

ceases;- as I have already shown that- it is an absolute
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impossibility that these forceps can in any wap whatever
compress the head so as to reduce its diameter)^ below
3$ inches

In the LO-f OPERATION what compression the^re* is

results from the pressure of the soft tissues of the

maternal rsi-Hc canal; and it is 'this pressure which
the forceps-blades, when the screw is tightened up, '■ ni'i■

tends to resist, and in so doing saves the head from

compress!on.

The actions of Midwifery Forceps then are as follows;-,

A. In ' V-v T-?T~H-0^HnUTI3H. 1" i ' '
,

(a) Compression of the head, until the portion

within the forcePs-grasp is reduced to a diameter
of 3M inches. At • this point- compression ceases

enti rely.

(b) W^%e-action, opening the" birth-Passage,
Cc-) Quiding tho head; this action includes several

slight- actions. #-.<*. T raftHon;- of the head, which

(if it occurs at all) can only do so rarely and to
a very slight degree-.

The FIXAT10N-5CRETl in the High one-ration- tends to

beep the two portions of the instrument in their

relative positions. The screw has no other action than

-this in the High-operation. of TWtl
P. In the- LOW-CPERATiON.

(a) Dilates the maternal canal; the forceps ^acting as
a WEDClE^dnsscdyr increasing the effective angle4

(b) holding the head into its c roper course, and oast

any obstacles there may fee.
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The PHAT I ON-SCREW, when fuH^ tightened up acts as
fOllows;-

(a)Peeps the two portions of the instrument in position.

So enabling t.ho instrument to act the more effect-,

ively as a

(a) Dilator of the Maternal canal; and as a

(s) Protective-casing ror the head, shielding it

from Compression and from injury.
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The present view of Instrumehfa 1 interference* in

labour isj-

Py Traction and Compression of the Fetal Head to

extract i-t from the waterna 1 parturient canal, in

much the same way as a tooth is drawn out of its

socket- 'by a pair of Dentist's forceps.

It is only to be deplored that Obstetricians have
become so accustomed to this view that they have ceased

feu-#
t-o recognise that it is a most repellent one;dLnri only5 A

tends to create *< ©n the part both of ■ !t

the practitioner and of the friends of the- patient-

a prejudice against- instrumental interference of any

kind.

I have shown that the present view is 3 mistaken

onfcf-'l'ftat the-true action of Midwifery forceps of the
type of that of Sir A.R.Simpson's is that it acts;-

not on the fetal head, by Traction and Compressions -

but on the maternal tissues, by dilatation, and that

the fixation-screw, instead of tending to Compress the

head when it is tightened up, tends on the contrary to

resist- the pressure of the maternal tissues, and so t-o

diminish the Compression on the head. In order to

emphasise this action I have suggested that the

instrument should he named, not 'FORCEPS' only, but

'DILATI NO-FORCEPS'.



I should like iff 1 had the- space to explain at *-*•*»
length the advantages that may be expected to ^
result from this change'of view of what" the action la

of instrumental mm assistance in labour; but this
wo&ld extend my Thesis to a undue length.

1 must therefore content myself with simply naming
a rew of the'benefits that will accrue,

A. The Accoucheur will cease to associate instru-aMdaed.

mental inteVfe-te ce with operations on the fetal head.

He will regard it as acting on the maternal tissues

so as tO dilate them and so to protect the head fror
Gome ress1 on and 1n ju?y.

We- can well understand how much more readily the

Accoucheur will be to use 'JDILATTNC-FORCEPS' than he

now Is to use 'FORCEPS'.

B. Or the 'Mends of the patient.

We can easily understand that they will be much%
more ready to give their consent to an operation under¬

taken in order to "Dilate the Mother's parturient canal*

than to one which is said to be intended to compress

the child's head and Jwr it out of the birth passage-

as a nail is drawn out of a piece weed, by a nai r

of pincers.

C. Thus instrumental assistance in labour wi11 become

much more frequent than new is the case; and this in

its-turn will result in the labours being completed

in a shorter time, with loss danger to the mother ^
and child, and altogether much more satisfactory result;

all round.

"A plea for the early termination of Labour" would
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form a splendid Sublet for a THESIS, and T a si only-

sorry that my space now Is so limited that I cannot

enlarge on the advantages of such a course. I have

already rub 11 shed several papers urging the more- 6ss
frequent use of Instruments in Labour-crses. I will

name only one of these papers, i.e. "The proper time for
for Instrumental interferencel'in Labour." which was

published in Lh 'The 1MDUN MEDICAL GAZETTE." of May,

1399.

D. An Intelligent understanding; of what really are

the actions of Midwifery fore ens will lead to the

gradual discarding of thy older forms of forceos

which have- not got the fixation-screw, and f.he-

adoption of those which (like that associated with the

the name of out late- Professor) have the fixation-

screw placed at the- crossing of tho two carts of the

lostru resent.

E. To these considerations I will only add that

these now ideas of the action of this instrument as ^
a d! latin^-fcTc-cps wi 11} I fee! sure$lead tot ho
Accoucheur, regarding ths instrument, not, with the

hesitation and dun a-*. which at present exists, but

with confidence and certainty, in which the' friends

of the patient; will share. Thus the result will bo)^
very considerable-advance in Midwifery practise all

round.

a
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•BRIEF RE-STATEMENT of PROOF of vlE^S aO«i ADVANCED.

I now close, i~hls THESIS by again put-ting forward
what I consider Ho bo* an absolute proof that .-the?
.pre* tat t&aohiag regarding the* actions of Midwiieay
forceps is inaccurate!. This isi-,

'That, sxoluding .the? .trivial exception re^earxed He
'in the? Not*, on n&m pag©% with Forceps having tiiH t
'FixaMonHscxdw at th'a> crossing of the- two parts of th#
' Instrument, ft, is a simple impossibility, by tighfcsaing
'up i-fesi Screw, to apply Compression to vhs? Ft*ial hoed*

'But that, on the contrary, the- Highi-sning up of
Hb& Screw, if it has any action other ■■•than securing in
Hhelr position th» two parts of t&e* instrument, Heads,
'in the? U>w OPERATION to dilate-the' forceps-cladas, and
'so, by oountaraciing Hhe* pressure; of the- ssat^rnal tissues
Ho diminish Hits Compression of .-the head.'

The present teaching is •ifcat'uih.e tightening up of
the Screw, in ail positions throughout the -eni-i rs?
course of parturition, riafcds 10 Cuspress the head*-,

In .this THESIS it. has been shown thatv,iMs is not

the case i- ,

Therefore it has been democsiratsd present

teaching is nov accurate-.

<"**1 t-* •*** «p^-y V-?-°? -*■""* )P?%3k» ww/

To those* who have followed what- I .havol written it-
will be esidsnt-that dessonstraMon given is as eomplet
and as convincing as are any of -the« propositions of
E0CL1D&

pj(rta5



NOTE j.-

IN jflMfry Axis-tracti on Midwifery Forces I haw sesai

th^ Fixation-screw is p lacad,.not Exactly over the* point
of crossing of *the two portions of the- instrument?, but*

as near to this point as the construction of the instru-;

merit will allow. In the-Forceps I am in the habit of &
using, the Screw is seken-'Mghths of an inch along -the?

handle frolMthe skact* centre of the crossing, towards 'the*
near-end of the handles; ?this in a handle' of a total length

of W 514 inches.
In so far as the* Screw is thus placed along and nearer

«to the° near-end of the handles, in just'*the safe* prop- :

oriion does th©; forces partakes of the* action which I

have? described as that* of ?th's* Staw#ll-typs of Instru-;

raent. In such instruments thefce* may- bet and probably
often is, in the'High operation, a 'ssSitate amount of

A
~

press ion of the' fetal Head. But in such cases the pW
applied at a g'reht* disadvantage?-':in "the" instrument 4

I use^the power eKe^teti in compression is reduced to

But:m&n in such instruments it is an absolute impas¬

sibility to apply Compression so as to reduce? the irans-
yo-rsei diameter of the® Head below 5H inches; or in other
words it is impossible; in the. Low Operation to apply

any Compression to the Head at all.

onaMeoth of what is applied at the Screw
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It is only nuttin? what ! am contending for

in another way, to stat-e the case as it applies to
Midwifery-forcers generally. This I do as follows;-;
A.• .That- COMPRESSION of the fetal head may and does

occur so lone as the two blades of the force-ns, at

their Teat est distance apart, are separated more

than three-and- eighths inche-s; More especially

is this so in those Instruments which bave? their

fixation-scrow placed ?.{" the5 rrea r-end of the- handles^
as is the case with thStawoll.-typa o-* forceps.But

H.this Compression absolutely ceases when 'the- handles

are approximated .throughout thei r .entire length, so

brioying the two blades to a distance of cxact-ly

3* inches anart at the 1 r m-rentest- width. And

C. .."-ten the distance between the two blades,at their
<rreatest width ana then

It is an absolute trrnossl.M lity, with any form of

Midwifery-foroeps whataver, by applying pressure* to

the handles, to CompVeSs the fetal head.

If this one Idea is appreciat-ed, then all I now

contend for must-,and will follow as a logical const— .

quence. And I venture-' to say that the result will cot

hs any less than a complete revolution in our ideas of
INSTRUMENTAL ASSISTANCE in OBSTETRICS

FINIS.


